
Change Control 
During Jira 
Cloud Migration

The Solution

Glass Project Documentation for Jira

Glass Project Documentation for Jira is a cutting-edge Atlassian productivity app designed to automate Jira documentation, help 

educate users and also assist with change control – a key process in any cloud migration. One of Glass’s key features is Snapshot and 

Compare, which is particularly useful during cloud migration.

Why? Snapshot and Compare allow you to overview and compare 

multiple Jira project configurations. In the Glass Comparison menu, you 

can create snapshots from your project configuration in transition. These 

snapshots will identify not only any differences but also the areas that 

have been moved successfully. Naturally, the faster you can identify 

discrepancies in your Jira project settings across the server and cloud, 

the easier it is to resolve any issues.
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The Challenges

There are several known issues that 

tend to cause problems for Jira 

administrators during cloud migration, 

from difficulties with uploading large file 

sizes to a wide range of potential bugs, 

over-sensitive user checks, and 

insufficient backup data. Jira admins may 

face the challenge that fellow admins can 

also mix things up in project settings. 

Changes in project configurations

This is particularly true with Jira cloud migration, where you can expect to 

see a wide range of changes in terms of project configurations. Often, there 

are instances of duplication and in many cases minor but important 

discrepancies in the configurations that can impact your projects. You will 

sometimes find that Atlassian automatically renames some schemes, 

groups, and workflow details when transferring to the cloud, making them 

hard to find. For example, you may see changes in terms of new fields, 

permissions schemes and workflow post-functions, to name a few. So how 

can you be sure that you have successfully moved every detail of each 

project across and that everything will run just as it should? 
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High-level comparison example: No differences detected, all green

Low-level comparison example: A new post function has been added

High-level comparison example 2.:
A new component was added, so there is a difference in basic settings

Glass allows you to make both high-level (more 

overarching) comparisons and low-level 

comparisons, where you can deep dive into 

specific areas.

Areas of high-level comparison:

Basic summary

Project schemes

People in the project, notifications

Security and permissions

Examples of low-level comparison:

Workflow post functions

New components or versions

Fields added

Modified schemes

Results

With Glass, you can make careful analyses and detailed 

comparisons at each stage of your migration. You can 

quickly validate settings and identify differences in your 

Jira projects. You can even track project versions. The 

export option also means Jira admins or solution providers 

can share the results with their colleagues or clients to 

make doubly sure that everything is proceeding as it 

should. This not only helps you avoid costly errors but also 

contributes to a better understanding of the migration 

process as a whole. 

About Glass Project Documentation for Jira

Glass Project Documentation for Jira is a cutting-edge 
Atlassian productivity app that makes your Jira project 
configuration transparent. It automates your painful 
manual documentation tasks and keeps your 
documentation up to date. Glass provides detailed 
project information not only for Jira administrators but 
also for users and auditors. Whether you manage a 
service desk, HR, IT or development project  — you can 
empower your team with valuable and easy-to-use 
documentation.

Learn More     FREE TRIAL GLASS HOMEPAGE

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1219628/glass-project-documentation-for-jira?hosting=cloud&tab=overview
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